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A contact circle on a ��manifold is a pair of contact forms that de�nes
a linear circle of contact forms �see below for the formal de�nition�� This
concept was introduced in 	
�� and there we gave a complete classi�cation
of those ��manifolds that admit a contact circle satisfying a certain
additional volume constraint�

In the present paper� whose methods are independent of those em�
ployed in 	
�� we show that every �closed� orientable� ��manifold admits
a contact circle�

�� Outline

We begin by recalling the precise de�nition of a contact circle�

De�nition ���� A contact circle on a ��manifold is a pair of contact
forms ���� ��� such that any non�trivial linear combination ��������
with constant coe�cients ���� ��� �� ��� �� is again a contact form�

In other words� we call a pair of ��forms ���� ��� a contact circle if

�����  ����� � ��� d��  �� d���

is a volume form for all ���� ��� �� ��� ��� and it clearly su�ces to check
this condition for ���� ��� with ���  ��� � �� hence the name�
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Analogously one de�nes a contact sphere to be a triple of contact
forms ���� ��� ��� such that ����  ����  ���� is a contact form for
���  ���  ��� � ��

The main result of this paper is the following�

Theorem ���� On every closed� orientable ��manifold there are

contact circles realizing any of the two orientations�

It is well�known that every ��manifold admits a contact form� and
virtually any structure theorem for ��manifolds can be used to give a
proof of this fact� The �rst proof� due to Martinet 	���� was based
on Lickorish�s surgery description of ��manifolds� Later two very short
proofs were found� one by Thurston and Winkelnkemper 	���� who used
Alexander�s open book decomposition for ��manifolds� and one by the
second�named author 	���� who gave a proof based on a branched cover
description of ��manifolds due to Hilden� Montesinos� and Thickstun�

It turns out� however� that none of these proofs can be adapted
directly to yield a proof of Theorem ���� While our proof of the main
theorem is also based on Lickorish�s surgery description� we have to
control the position of the surgery curves relative to the common kernel
of �� and ��� whereas Martinet used surgery curves transverse to a
given contact structure �i�e�� the plane �eld de�ned by a contact form��
Moreover� in Martinet�s proof one can perform one elementary surgery
at a time� whereas here we have to control all framings simultaneously�

Our initial attempts to understand which ��manifolds admit a con�
tact circle went in two directions� On the one hand� we studied a more
restricted class of contact circles� so�called taut contact circles� which
are characterized by the property that ����  ���� de�nes the same
volume form for all ���  ��� � �� In 	
� we developed a theory for this
structure and proved the following existence theorem� which contrasts
sharply with Theorem ����

Theorem ���� A closed� orientable ��manifold M admits a taut

contact circle if and only if M is a quotient of the Lie group G by a

discrete subgroup acting by left�multiplication� where G is one of SU����fSL� �the universal cover of PSL�R�� or eE� �the universal cover of the

group of orientation preserving isometries of the Euclidean plane��

In a di�erent direction� and motivated by the manifolds occuring
in Theorem ���� we constructed explicit examples of contact circles on
other geometric manifolds� It appears that such explicit constructions
are possible on all but the hyperbolic geometries� Also� one can give an
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elementary connected sum construction for the contact circles on some
of these manifolds�

These examples are of course subsumed in Theorem ���� but we
include them in Section � of the present paper because they provide
very simple global descriptions of contact circles� For instance� one can
show that all these explicit examples consist of tight contact structures�
whereas it is not clear at all whether the rather intricate construction
used to prove Theorem ��� yields tight or overtwisted contact structures�

Call a contact circle �resp� sphere� overtwisted if at least one of
the contact forms it contains is overtwisted �In the case of a closed
manifold� this implies that all contact forms in the circle �resp� sphere�
are overtwisted by Gray�s stability theorem�� While we do not know of
an explicit example of an overtwisted contact circle on a closed manifold�
it is possible to construct an overtwisted contact sphere on R�� This
construction is contained in Section 
� We obtain an overtwisted contact
structure on R� by pulling back the standard �tight� contact structure
under a suitable immersion R� � R

�� and by the same map we can pull
back the standard contact sphere on R��

We believe that the explicit examples in Section � and the construc�
tion of an overtwisted contact structure onR� in Section 
 are of interest
in contact geometry proper� quite apart from their signi�cance for the
construction of contact circles�

Section � also contains examples of contact spheres� We do not say
anything about the existence of contact spheres in general� however�
there is evidence that there may well be non�trivial obstructions to
their existence� which should prove interesting from the viewpoint of ��
manifold topology� We hope to address this issue in a later publication�

In Section � we state two modi�cation lemmas and two extension
lemmas for contact circles� The second extension lemma gives a criterion
for when a contact circle given near the boundary of a solid torus can
be extended to the inside� We then give a proof of Theorem ��� based
on these lemmas�

In Section � we are concerned with the local geometry of contact
circles and prove the modi�cation lemmas� in Section �� the extension
lemmas�

Some of the results in the present paper were announced in 	���
there and in the introduction to 	
� the reader can �nd more on the
motivation to study contact circles� Section � of the present paper is
largely identical with the previously circulated preprint �Contact circles
and tight contact structures on geometric ��manifolds��
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�� Proof of the Main Theorem

In this section we state the modi�cation lemmas and the extension
lemmas for contact circles� and then proceed to give a proof of The�
orem ���� The proofs of the modi�cation lemmas will be deferred to
Section � and the proofs of the extension lemmas to Section ��

Let ���� ��� be a contact circle on �� 	��� ��� where � is a compact�
orientable� connected surface �with or without boundary�� Let t denote
the coordinate in 	��� ��� We assume that the common kernel ker�� �
ker�� is spanned by �t� Then the ��forms ��� �� de�ne a parallelization

���t� ��t�
def
� ���� ���jT ��� ftg� of each slice �� ftg �In particular� �

must be a torus or have non�empty boundary�� This allows to measure
�with sign� the rotation of the frame ���t� ��t�� with respect to the one
induced on �� f��g� along any �ow line of �t�

The following two lemmas will be referred to as the modi�cation
lemmas�

Lemma ���� Let ���� ��� be a contact circle on � � 	��� �� as de�
scribed� Then� for any � � ��� ��� we can �nd a new contact circle

����� �
�
�� on �� 	��� �� with the following properties�

�i� ker��� � ker��� is spanned by �t�

�ii� ����� �
�
�� coincides with ���� ��� on �� 	������� �� 	�� ���

�iii� ����t� �
�
�t� makes precisely one more full twist by ��� than

���t� ��t� along any segment p�	��� ��� p � �� The sign in ��� depends

on the ambient orientation de�ned by ���

Lemma ���� Suppose that on �� 	��� �� we have a contact circle

���� ��� which is smooth except along ��f�g� where it is only continu�

ous� Suppose further that the common kernel is spanned by �t and that

the orientations de�ned by �� � d�� on � � 	��� �� and on � � 	�� ��
agree� Then there is an everywhere smooth contact circle which agrees

with ���� ��� near ��f��g and near ��f�g� and with common kernel

still spanned by �t�

The following extension lemmas are homotopical in nature�

Lemma ���� Suppose we have two homotopic parallelizations of ��
and consider them as parallelizations of ��f�g and ��f�g� respectively�
There is a contact circle on ��	�� �� which induces these parallelizations�
whose contact forms de�ne any given orientation� and whose common

kernel is spanned by �t�

Lemma ���� Let ���� ��� be a contact circle de�ned near the bound�
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ary T � � S� � �D� of a solid torus S� � D�� with common kernel

transverse to T �� If the parallelization induced by ���� ��� on T � has

odd rotation number around the meridian with respect to the Lie group

framing� then the contact circle extends inside over the whole solid torus�

Notice that on an oriented ��manifold a pair ���� ��� of pointwise
linearly independent ��forms determines a parallelization unique up to
homotopy� Then Lemma ��� implies that the obstruction to extending
���� ��� as a contact circle is the same as the obstruction to extend�
ing its induced parallelization �for the parallelization de�ned along the
meridian represents the trivial element of ���SO�� 	�Z� precisely if the
mentioned rotation number is odd�� Since a contact form induces a
natural orientation� any construction of a contact circle also yields a
natural parallelization� Our construction is inspired by the spin struc�
ture construction of a parallelization from a surgery description of the
��manifold�

Taking the lemmas above for granted� we now turn to the proof of
Theorem ���� In fact� only Lemma ��� and Lemma ��� are used directly
in this proof� Given a closed� orientable ��manifold M � we can represent
it according to Lickorish 	��� as follows �cf� 	�����

Start with a solid torus S��D�� standardly embedded in S�� Denote
a meridian 
 � �D� by �� and a longitude S� � 
 �with 
 � �D�� by
�� � ��� �In using this notation we think of ��� �� as longitude and
meridian of a complementary solid torus S��int �S��D��� In particular�
the longitude �� is homologically trivial in this complementary solid
torus�� A great circle � in S� � D� is� by de�nition� the graph of a
map S� � intD�� Remove from S��D� a �nite family of disjoint open
tubular neighbourhoods intNi of great circles �i� i � �� 			� n� Denote
the resulting manifold with boundary by �� The Ni are solid tori�
and there is a �homologically� well�de�ned meridian �i on �Ni which
generates the kernel of ����Ni� � ���Ni�� There is a distinguished
longitude �i on �Ni which is homologically trivial in S� � intNi� The
�i and �i generate ����Ni��

Now choose surgery curves �i on �Ni homologous to �i � �i� i �
�� 			� n� Finally� glue in solid tori Vi 	� S� � D�� i � �� 			� n��� such
that �i becomes a meridian in Vi� to obtain a closed ��manifold�

For any given M � the choices in the above construction can be made
in such a way that the resulting manifold is di�eomorphic to M �

We may assume without loss of generality that the �Ni are trans�
verse to the slices f
g � D� for all 
 � S�� In other words� at any
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point �
� x� y� � S� � D� we �nd a vector tangent to �Ni of the form
��  a�x  b�y �

Lemma ���� There is a contact circle on � with common kernel

tangent to �� and de�ning any given ambient orientation�

Proof� Consider the contact circle ���� ��� on S� �D� de�ned by

�� � cos 
 dx� sin 
 dy�

�� � sin 
 dx cos 
 dy	

This has common kernel spanned by �� � Since the contact circle condi�
tion is open in the C��topology� it is possible to perturb this to a contact
circle ����� �

�
�� on S

��D� with common kernel spanned by ��a�xb�y
if a and b are C��small functions on S� �D��

Now consider the contact circle ��K��� �K��� de�ned by

�K�� � cos�K
� dx� sin�K
� dy�

�K�� � sin�K
� dx cos�K
� dy	

We have �K�i � ��K�i� where ��
� x� y� � �K
� x� y�� The perturbed
contact circle ���K��� �

�
K��� de�ned by ��K�i � ��K�

�
i has common kernel

spanned by

K��K��
�����  a�x  b�y� � �� K�a � ���x K�b � ���y	

This shows that the allowable perturbation of the common kernel in�
creases as jKj grows larger� Hence� for jKj su�ciently large and for the
appropriate sign of K� the contact circle ��K��� �K��� can be perturbed
to a contact circle ���K��� �

�
K��� with the desired property�

Let �� be the element in H���� ��� represented by �
 �D�� � ��
By slight abuse of notation we shall sometimes identify �� �and other
elements of H���� ���� with a particular surface representing this class�

By the de�nition of �i there is an element �i in H���� ��� that is
represented by an annulus with boundary curves �� and �i� and with a
certain number of discs removed where the Nj � j �� i� cut this annulus�

Denote the linking number of the great circles �i and �j by lij� We
shall see that only the value of lij modulo � is relevant to our problem�
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so we do not have to worry about a sign convention for this linking
number�

For � a surface in � with boundary on �� and � a curve in � we
write ������ for their intersection number� Again we only count this
modulo ��

Now we are ready to construct the contact circle on � which has
the right behaviour near �� so that an application of Lemma ��� yields
a contact circle on M � Start with the contact circle ���K��� �

�
K��� on

� with common kernel tangent to ��� as constructed in Lemma ����
where we take K to be even and of the appropriate sign for the given
ambient orientation� If this contact circle is now perturbed slightly to
make the common kernel transverse to ��� the induced parallelization
on the boundary tori makesK turns �with respect to the Lie group fram�
ing� along the longitudes ��� 			�n� ��� and �� turn along the meridians
��� 			� �n� Hence it makes an odd number of turns along the surgery
curves ��� 			� �n� and an even number of turns along the surgery curve
�� � ���

We now want to apply Lemma ��� to change the parity of the number
of turns along ��� while keeping the parity along ��� 			� �n� We perform
this construction with the initial contact circle with common kernel
tangent to ��� because any change in the number of full twists �in the
sense of Lemma ���� of this initial contact circle �along a given curve
on ��� will produce the same change in the number of turns of the
slightly perturbed contact circle with common kernel transverse to ��
�along the same curve�� In order to make this change in the number of
full twists� we consider an element � � H���� ��� of the form

� �
nX
i��

ai�i  a���	

Lemma ���� For a� su�ciently large� � can be represented by a

union of n properly embedded surfaces Si� which need not be pairwise

disjoint� each transverse to the common kernel of ��K�� and ��K���

Assuming this lemma� we can introduce an additional twist into
the contact circle when we pass the surface S�� then the same for the
surface S�� and so on� Here we identify Si with Si � � and think of
Si � 	��� �� as a tubular neighbourhood of Si in ��

Now we have the following intersection numbers �mod ���

�������� � ��
������i� � �� i � �� 			� n	
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Since we want to change the parity of the number of twists along ���
we require

a�  � mod �	

Secondly� we have for i � �� 			� n�

���i���� � ��
���i��i� � ��
���i��j� � lij for i �� j�

again mod �� Since we want to keep the parity along �i� we stipulate

ai 
X
j ��i

lijaj  a�  � mod �� i � �� 			� n	

The proof of Theorem ��� is then completed by the following simple
algebraic lemma�

Lemma ���� The linear system of equations �over Z��

ai 
X
j ��i

lijaj  � mod ��

where lij � lji� always has a solution�

Indeed� we de�ne a class � by a solution to the system of equations
in Lemma ���� For a� su�ciently large �and odd� we may assume by
Lemma ��
 that � is represented by a union S� � 	 	 	 � Sn of properly
embedded surfaces transverse to the common kernel of ��K�� and ��K���
We then perform the twisting along S� as in Lemma ���� then along S��
and continue up to Sn� Then we slightly perturb the resulting contact
circle to make the common kernel transverse to ��� and we get a contact
circle on � which induces a parallelization of �� making an odd number
of turns along each surgery curve �with respect to the Lie group framing
of the respective torus component of ���� Finally� Lemma ��� applies
to yield a contact circle onM � This concludes the proof of Theorem ����

Proof of Lemma ��
� The problem can be reduced to the following�
Let � be a solid torus S��D� with a concentric solid torus N� removed�
Let �� and �� be as before� We claim that for a� su�ciently large
the homology class

a���  a��� � H���� ���
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can be represented by a properly embedded surface transverse to a given
vector �eld ��  a�x  b�y� in other words� that we can make the angle
between �� and the embedded surface as close to ��� as we wish�

For us it is enough to consider the cases a� � � and a� � �� although
the lemma also holds true for integral �rather thanZ�� homology classes�
Clearly the �rst case is trivial� hence consider

� � ��  a���	

Now there is an obvious way to replace this surface by a homologically
equivalent one which lifts to a helicoid in the universal cover �see Fig� ��
where the boundary curves of � on the outer boundary of � are shown�
and which for a� large has the desired property�

For several disjoint solid tori Ni inside S� � D�� we get helicoid�
like surfaces �with discs removed�� each embedded and transverse to
the vector �eld ��  a�x  b�y � although perhaps not pairwise disjoint�
These helicoids represent the classes �i  a�i��� where the a�i are all
su�ciently large for the transversality to be achieved and their sum
equal to a�� Each of these surfaces is topologically a disc with some
interior open discs removed�

Figure �� Helicoid in ��
Proof of Lemma ���� Set lii � � and let L be the �n�n��matrix �lij�

and a the column vector with entries a�� 			� an� Let � be the column
vector with all n entries equal to �� Then the linear system of equations
can be written as La  � mod �� To show that this system has a solution
for any choice of L �with lij � lji and lii � �� it is su�cient to show
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that any linear relation satis�ed by the rows of L is also satis�ed by the
rows �i�e�� entries� of � �modulo ��� This reduces to showing that the
sum of k rows of L can only be the zero row if k is even� By exchanging
the columns it su�ces to show this for the sum of the �rst k rows� If
this sum is the zero row� then in particular

Pk
i�j�� lij  � mod �� hence

k Pi�j �lij  � mod ��

�� Local study of contact circles

Our aim now is to lay the foundation for the proof of the modi�ca�
tion lemmas and the extension lemmas� The starting point is a local
construction which is �exible enough to allow certain glueing operations�
In order to have some control over the contact circle property we impose
a weak condition� namely� we specify a simple foliation by curves and
look for those contact circles which have these as integral curves of the
common kernel ker�� � ker���

We shall further request that ����� de�ne in some domain an invari�
ant transverse measure for this foliation� This we can often achieve just
by passing from ���� ��� to �h��� h���� where h is a positive function�
and this will simplify computations considerably�

Let a coordinate system �u� v� w� be given and suppose that the com�
mon kernel ker�� � ker�� is spanned by the coordinate vector �eld �w �
Thus there are four functions x�� x�� x�� x� of �u� v� w� such that

�� � x� du x� dv�

�� � x� du x� dv	

The pair ���� ��� is a contact circle if and only if the symmetric part of
the matrix �

�� � d�� �� � d��
�� � d�� �� � d��

�

is de�nite� If we write �i � d�j � aij du � dv � dw� then we compute

�a��a�� � �a��  a���
� � Q�xw��

where x � �x�� x�� x�� x��� xw � dx��w�� and Q is the following �eld of
quadratic forms�

Q � ��x�x� � x�x���dx�dx� � dx�dx��� �d�x�x� � x�x���
�	
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Thus the contact circle property is equivalent to Q�xw�  ��
It is straightforward to compute

�� � �� � �x�x� � x�x�� du � dv	

By passing to the pair �h��� h��� for suitable h  �� we may assume
�� � �� � du � dv and this forces x�x� � x�x�  �� Now the condition
Q�xw�  � simpli�es to Q	�xw�  �� where

Q	 � dx�dx� � dx�dx�	

Since Q�xw�  � is a condition along each orbit of �w� it actually su�ces
to require that x�x��x�x� be constant along such curves to ensure that
Q�xw� � fQ	�xw� with some positive function f � but for the sake of
simplicity we shall assume x�x� � x�x�  ��

It is now natural to change to new coe�cient functions y�� y�� y�� y�
given by

�� � �y�  y�� du �y� � y�� dv�

�� � �y�  y�� du �y� � y�� dv�

because in terms of these we have

�� � �� � �y��  y�� � y�� � y��� du � dv�
Q	 � dy��  dy�� � dy�� � dy��	

Let S denote the quadric in R� de�ned by the equation y��  y�� �
y��� y�� � � and let j � S � R

� be the inclusion map� S is di�eomorphic
to S� �R�� Then

�S� g� � �S� j��dy��  dy�� � dy�� � dy����

is a Lorentzian manifold with signature  �� �Fig� ���
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y�

y�

y�� y�

Figure �� The Lorentzian manifold S�

Call a tangent vector time�like for g if the value of g on this vector
is positive� Call a curve on S time�like if g induces a positive quadratic
form on its tangent lines� i�e�� if the non�zero tangent vectors to the
curve are time�like�

This discussion shows the following� which we formulate as a sepa�
rate lemma for future reference�

Lemma ���� A pair ���� ��� with �� � �� � du � dv and common

kernel spanned by �w is a contact circle� if and only if for each �u	� v	�
the curve in S given by

��w� � �y�� y�� y�� y���u��v��w�

is time�like for g�

Now introduce polar coordinates �y�� y�� � �r cos�� r sin��� Call a
curve in S horizontal if y� and y� are constant on it� Notice that any
horizontal circle on S given by r � constant is a time�like curve� We
denote by �� the velocity �eld of the parametric curves

�y�� y�� y�� y�� � �r	 � cos�� r	 � sin�� c�� c���
for all triples of constants r	� c�� c� such that r�	 � c��c��� and r	  ��
This de�nes a time�like vector �eld on S�

A contact circle ���� ��� de�nes a ��dimensional orientation �or am�
bient orientation� where the forms � � d� are positive for any � �
����  ���� with �� and �� constants�
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In the geometry �S� g� the time�like vectors form two disjoint open
solid cones� which correspond to the two possible ambient orientations
de�ned by the contact circle�

For the case of y� � y�  � and r  �� we get

�� � d�� � ��

�w
du� dv � dw	

Thus Lemma ��� has the following re�nement�

Lemma ���� Under the hypotheses of Lemma �	� the contact circle

���� ��� de�nes the orientation of du� dv � dw� if and only if the time�

like paths it induces on S have their velocity vectors in the component

of the time�like cones containing the vectors ���

The local geometric study we are developing also provides a simple
condition for the pair ���� ��� to be a taut contact circle� A contact
circle ���� ��� is taut if and only if the following identities hold�

�� � d�� � �� � d��  ��

�� � d��  �� � d��  �	

In our case we compute

�� � d�� � �� � d��

� �hy�dy� � y�dy�  y�dy� � y�dy�� �widu � dv � dw�
�� � d��  �� � d��

� �hy�dy� � y�dy�  y�dy� � y�dy�� �widu � dv � dw	

Multiplication of both ��forms by the same positive function preserves
the taut contact circle property� so we assume as above that we have
�� � ��  du � dv� Then the contact circle is taut if and only if the
vector xw satis�es the following Pfa�an system�

A�  y�dy�  y�dy� � y�dy� � y�dy� � ��

A�  y�dy� � y�dy�  y�dy� � y�dy� � ��

A�  y�dy� � y�dy�  y�dy� � y�dy� � ��

where the �rst equation demands that the vector be tangent to S� It is
straightforward to check that A� �A� �A� equals

��y��  y�� � y�� � y��� i�Y ��dy� � dy� � dy� � dy���
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where

Y � y��y� � y��y�  y��y� � y��y� �

and i�Z�� denotes the interior product of a vector Z with a di�erential
form �� So the Pfa�an system has rank � outside the cone fQ	 � �g
and de�nes the line �eld spanned by the vector �eld Y � This is the
standard Hopf vector �eld in R�� Along S it is tangent to S� and we
call its orbits the Hopf �bres on S�

Lemma ���� Under the hypotheses of Lemma �	� the pair ���� ���
is a taut contact circle� if and only if the paths it induces on S go along

Hopf �bres on S and have non�zero speed�

The discussion above translates to a more general setup� Let ���� ���
be a pair of pointwise linearly independent ��forms and assume X is any
nowhere zero vector �eld spanning their common kernel� The coordinate
chart �u� v� w� can obviously be substituted by any �ow box for X of the
form ��I � where I is an interval and � is any connected� parallelizable
surface� We restrict ourselves to the case of compact �� so that it
must be a torus or have non�empty boundary� Moreover� in Lemma ���
only the case � � T � is used� and in the proof of Theorem ��� we
use Lemma ��� only for � equal to a disc� possibly with some open
discs removed� Thus� in order to simplify our argument� we henceforth
disregard other possibilities and think of � as a torus or a compact
planar domain with smooth boundary� The interval I is going to be
compact in all cases considered�

To each orbit O of X in the �ow box we associate a copy VO of our
space R� with coordinates y�� y�� y�� y�� To be more precise� we let VO

represent the space of pairs v � �e��� e��� of �not necessarily linearly inde�
pendent� ��forms on the ��manifold along O whith e���X� � e���X� � �
and invariant under the �ow of X � There is a unique symmetric� bi�
linear form h�� �i on this space such that Q	�v� � �����hv�vi for all v�
Written in terms of the exterior product� this bilinear form is given by

h�e��� e���� �e��� e���i � e�� � e��  e�� � e���
considered as a scalar multiple of du � dv� This de�nes a quadric SO �
VO for each orbit O�

We arrive at the same condition Q�xw�  � for the pair ���� ��� to
be a contact circle� if in the de�nition of the components xi� aij � and yi
we replace the basis du� dv by any other basis �� � for the annihilator of
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X with the property that � and � are invariant under the �ow of X � A
quick way to see this is to de�ne the coe�cients aij not by the identities

�i � d�j � aij� � � � dw�

but by the following equivalent identities

�i � LX�j � �aij� � �	

So the quadric SO is de�ned by giving any ��form on the ��manifold
along O invariant under the �ow of X and annihilated by i�X�� Given a
pair ���� ��� with common kernel spanned byX we may assume� modulo
multiplication by a function� that ����� equals that ��form identically
on the �ow box� and now to each orbit O of X there is an associated
path � in SO� We have shown that the contact circle properties of the
given pair correspond to geometric properties of these paths within their
respective quadrics�

Notice that �du� dv� is the point whose yi�coordinates are ��� �� �� ���
and ��dv� du� is the point with yi�coordinates ��� �� �� ��� Therefore the
coordinate functions y� and y� can be de�ned by the following formulas

y� �
�

�
h�du� dv��vi�

y� �
�

�
h��dv� du��vi	

The vectors ��� �� �� �� and ��� �� �� �� span a plane P which is positive
de�nite for the quadratic form Q	� the Q	�orthogonal complement P�
being the span of ��� �� �� �� and ��� �� �� ��� The splitting VO � P �P�
then provides a de�nition of the polar coordinate r� because r� is the
projection onto P followed by the quadratic form Q	� The conclusion
is that the quadric SO and the new Lorentzian metric r��g on SO are
determined by a �ow�invariant Riemannian metric on the transversals
of the �ow of X � a choice of a �ow�invariant transverse orthonormal
frame determines the coordinates yi� As we shall see� it is that metric
r��g which is best suited to our discussion� After having clari�ed the
interpretation of SO we revert to our original notation and suppress the
su�x O�

For each value of �� de�ne a half ��plane H� � R� by

�y�� y�� � r � �cos�� sin��� r  �� �y�� y�� arbitrary	
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The intersection S�
def
� H� �S is a connected component of a ��sheeted

hyperboloid �Fig� ��� The vector �eld �� is g�orthogonal to these sur�
faces S�� Observe that S� with the metric induced from �g is a hyper�
bolic plane� indeed� this is the standard hyperboloid model of H��

y�

y�

y�� y�

�

S�

Figure �� The hyperboloid S��

We have g���� � r�� and r � � everywhere on S� So we can divide
g by r�� and �� becomes a time�like vector �eld of constant length � in
�S� r��g�� orthogonal to the surfaces S��

Let S�

 be the hemisphere

f�x� y� z� � R� j x�  y�  z� � �� x  �g�

and let g� be the metric �with Gaussian curvature �� induced on S�

 from

the Euclidean metric of R�� It turns out that with the metric induced
from �r��g each surface S� is isometric to �S�


� g��� The isometry is
given by the formulas

�x� y� z� �
�

r
��� y�� y���

�r� y�� y�� �
�

x
��� y� z�	

This� together with the orthogonality of �� and the foliation fS�g� gives
us an obvious isometry between �S� r��g� and �S��S�


� d�
��g��� Giving

a curve ��t� � S is equivalent to giving an S��valued function ��t� and
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a path ���t� � S�

� The curve � is time�like for g if and only if it is

time�like for r��g� which in turn is equivalent to

���t�� � g���
�
��t��  � for all t	

In particular� ���t� is never zero� and by a change of parameter we may
assume j���t�j  �� In other words� a time�like curve can always be
parametrized using �� �regarded as element in the universal cover R
of S�� as parameter� Now the condition for a curve � � S with such a
parametrization to be time�like is

g���
�
����� � � for all �	

Given a path ����� � S�

 whose speed is less than � at every point �here

� ranges over an interval of any length�� it induces two time�like paths
on S whose respective descriptions on S� � S�


 are

��� ������ and ���� ������	
These two paths are symmetric about the hyperplane fy� � �g�

For our purposes the most important properties of the Riemannian
manifold �S�


� g�� are that any two points can be joined by a unique

geodesic segment and that the pole ��� �� �� can be joined to every point
by a geodesic segment whose length is strictly less than ����

Proposition ���� Let � be a torus or a compact planar domain�

Let ���� ��� and ���� ��� be two parallelizations of � satisfying the fol�

lowing conditions�

�i� They de�ne the same orientation of ��

�ii� At each point of �� the ��form �� � �� �� � �� is a non�positive

multiple of �� � ���
Consider � � 	�� �� and let t be the coordinate for the interval 	�� ���
Then each of the two ambient orientations of � � 	�� �� is realized by

a contact circle with common kernel spanned by �t and inducing the

parallelization ���� ��� on ��f�g and ���� ��� on ��f�g� respectively�
Proof� After multiplying the forms ��� �� by the same positive func�

tion� we may assume

�i�� �� � ��  �� � ��	
Now there is a unique ��form on � � 	�� �� invariant under the �ow of
X � �t� annihilated by the interior product with X and inducing �����
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on �� f�g �resp� �� � �� on ��f�g�� We can use this ��form to de�ne
a quadric SO along each orbit O of X �

The parallelization ���� ��� extends in a unique way to a basis ��� ���
invariant under the �ow of X � of the annihilator of X � This basis
provides each quadric SO with coordinates y�� y�� y�� y� and consequently
with a Lorentzian metric r��g� We identify �� and �� with ��forms along
��f�g annihilating X � and likewise for �� and �� along ��f�g� Then�
in the yi coordinates just de�ned� the value ���� ���p of ���� ��� at any
p � � is the point ��� �� �� �� on the corresponding quadric SO� while�
because of conditions �i�� and �ii�� the value ���� ���p is a point on SO
with y� � �� In fact the y��coordinate of ���� ���p is given by

y� �
�

�
h���� ���p� ��� �� �� ��i� �

�
h���� ���p� ���� ���pi�

which is non�positive by �ii�� In terms of the polar coordinates r� �� the
pair ���� ���p corresponds to a point on SO with � � 	���� ������

An equivalent formulation of the problem is now the following� Given
a smooth map f � � � S whose image lies entirely in the region
given by � � 	���� ������ construct a family of time�like paths �p�t�
on �S� r��g�� depending smoothly on �p� t� � �� 	�� ��� each with initial
point ��� �� �� �� and endpoint f�p�� running in the direction of increas�
ing �� to obtain the opposite ambient orientation construct a similar
family running in the direction of decreasing ��

In terms of the isometry between �S� r��g� and �S� � S�

� d�

�� g��
we have f�p�  ���p�� f��p�� with smooth maps

� � � �� 	���� ������ S��
f� � � �� S�


�

and the desired families can be de�ned by

�p�t� � ��t��p�� �p��t��� � � t � ��

where �p��t� is the geodesic segment in S�

 with initial point ��� �� ��

and endpoint f��p�� parametrized proportionally to arclength� Since
the total length of each such segment is strictly less than ��� and t goes
from � to �� �p��t� has speed less than ���� hence less than the angular
speed ��p� of �p� This implies that the paths �p are time�like� The
smooth dependence of these paths on p is a direct consequence of the
geometry of the hemisphere S�


�
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Proof of Lemma ���� We start with the same constructions as in
the preceding proof� using the contact forms at t � �� as reference�
Thus the contact circle becomes a family of time�like paths �p�t� on S�
depending smoothly on �p� t� � �� 	��� ��� which we describe in terms
of the model S� � S�


 by

�p�t� � ��p�t�� �p��t��	

The derivative �p��t� is never zero� and we shall assume it is positive
�the argument being analogous in the other case�� Each path �p has
��� �� �� �� as initial point� which translates to the conditions

�p���� � � and �p����� � ��� �� �� for all p � �	

The time�like property becomes �p��t�  k�p� ��t�k� where the norm is
taken with respect to the metric g� on the hemisphere�

If e�p�t� is any smooth function on � � 	��� �� with e�p��t� � �p��t�
for all p and t� then the paths given by

�e�p�t�� �p��t��
are time�like and they de�ne a new contact circle which induces the
same ambient orientation as ���� ����

It is clear that there are functions e�p�t� �depending smoothly on p
and t� which satisfy that inequality and are identical to �p�t� for t near
�� and to �p�t��� for t near �� They de�ne contact circles ����� �

�
�� on

�� 	��� �� which agree with ���� ��� near the slices t � �� and t � ��
It remains to check that adding �� to the total increase of the

polar coordinate � amounts to adding ��� to the total twisting of the
frame ����t� �

�
�t� induced on the slices �� ftg �with both signs reversed

in case of the opposite ambient orientation�� We have

���t � �y�  y�����  �y� � y������

where ���� ��� is the frame induced by ���� ��� on �� f��g� Write

���t � � � �cos����  sin�����

with � positive� Observe that the choice of ambient orientation given
by �p��t�  � corresponds to ���t� � �� Both the total increase of � and
the total decrease of � are unchanged by homotopies of paths on S with
endpoints �xed� Conversely two paths on S with the same endpoints and
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the same total increase of � are homotopic with endpoints �xed because
S is topologically S� � R�� the angle function � being the projection
onto the �rst factor� In particular� for each p � � the corresponding
path de�ned by ����� �

�
�� is homotopic to the �continuous� path which

starts at ��� �� �� ��� goes along the horizontal circle on S de�ned by
y� � y� � � in the direction of increasing �� and then goes along the
path corresponding to ���� ��� at the same point p� But along that
horizontal circle we have

���t � y���� � y���� � cos���� � sin �����

and so � � �� on the circle� We conclude that� for each point on ��
the total decrease of � along ����t� �

�
�t� is ��� plus the total decrease of

� along ���t� ��t��
If ���� ��� de�nes the other orientation of �� 	��� ��� then the paths

go in the direction of decreasing �� and the total increase of � along
����t� �

�
�t� is now �� plus the total increase of � along ���t� ��t��

Proof of Lemma ���� Again start with the same constructions as in
the proof of Proposition ���� but take the forms at t � � as reference�
We have a description of ���� ��� as a family of paths on S� all passing
through the point ��� �� �� �� for t � �� In terms of the model S� � S�


�
this family of paths looks like

��p�t�� �p��t���

where both �p�t� and �p��t� are smooth on the domains �� 	��� �� and
�� 	�� �� and continuous everywhere� The orientation hypothesis means
that the derivative �p��t� is either positive or negative on both domains�
Assume� say� that it is positive� We then have

k�p� ��t�k � �p��t�

on �� � t � � and on � � t � �� with the norm induced by the
metric g� on the hemisphere� We want to keep this di�erential inequality
satis�ed when we replace ��p�t�� �p��t�� by an everywhere smooth map
�e�p�t��e�p��t�� which coincides with ��p�t�� �p��t�� outside a neighborhood
of the slice t � ��

We �rst construct e�p��t�� Since �� 	��� �� is compact� there exists a
constant � � ��� ���� such that

��  ���k�p���t�k � �p��t�
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on the same two domains as above� For this �� let a��t� be a smooth
function on t � 	�� �� such that �Fig� ��

� � a��t� � �  �� for t � 	�� ���

a��t� � � for t � 	�� ����

a��t� � � for t � ��Z �

	
a��t� dt � �	

a��t�

t
�

�  ��

�

���

Figure �� The function a��t��

The function

���t�
def
�

Z t

	
a��jsj� ds� t � 	��� ���

is identically zero on 	���� ��� and satis�es ���t� � t for jtj � �� More�
over� it is non�decreasing and thus takes 	��� �� to itself� Then the
following family of paths on S�


�

e�p��t� def
� �p�����t���

is constant equal to ��� �� �� for ��� � t � ��� which makes it everywhere
smooth� coincides with �p��t� for jtj � �� and satis�es

ke�p� ��t�k � a��t�k�p� ��t�k � ��  ���k�p� ��t�k � �p��t� for all t � 	�� ��	

The function e�p�t� has to be smooth and with everywhere positive
derivative with respect to t� There exists a smooth function bp�t� on
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�� 	��� �� satisfying
� � bp�t� � �p��t� for all �p� t� � �� 	��� ���
bp�t� � �p��t� for jtj � ��	

Then the smooth function �in p and t�

�p	�t�
def
� �p���� 

Z t

��
bp�s� ds

coincides with �p�t� on t � ��� and with �p�t��c�p� on t � �� for some
c�p� � � which is independent of t and smooth as a function of p � ��
Then set

e�p�t� � �p	�t�  c�p���t��

where � � 	��� �� � 	�� �� is a smooth non�decreasing function with
��t�  � for t � ��� and ��t�  � for t � ��� Now e�p�t� coincides
with �p�t� for t outside of 	���� ���� is everywhere smooth and satis�ese�p��t� � bp�t�  � everywhere�

On ��� � t � �� we have

e�p��t�  � � ke�p� ��t�k�
on jtj � �� we have

e�p��t� � bp�t� � �p��t�  ke�p� ��t�k	
Remark� It is trivial to check that a contact circle de�ned by a

family of paths with y�  � and y�  � on the quadric S is a taut contact
circle� The construction in the above proof can also be applied to deform
a �smooth� contact circle to one that is taut in the neighbourhood of
a given point� where the support of the deformation may be chosen
arbitrarily small�

Let � be a disc fjpj � R	g� Then for a positive number
� � min����� R	� �nd a function ap� �t� satisfying

� � ap� �t� � �  �� for all t � 	��� ���
ap� �t� � � for jpj�  t� � ���

ap� �t� � � for jpj�  t� � ���Z �

	
ap��s� ds � � for all p � ��
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and now construct e�p��t� as before� leaving �p�t� unchanged� We obtain
a contact circle which is taut near the point jpj � t � � and coincides
with the old contact circle outside the ball fjpj�  t� � ��g�

In Section � we shall use local deformations of contact circles into
taut ones� but they will be more direct than the general one desribed
here because of the additional geometric character of the contact circles
considered there�

�� Extension lemmas

Building on the results from Section � we now proceed to prove the
extension lemmas�

Proof of Lemma ���� Consider ��	���� and let t be the coordinate
on the interval factor� Whenever convenient in this proof� we view forms
on � �of degree � or �� as forms of the same degree on � � 	����
annihilated by i��t��

Let ��
�s�
� � �

�s�
� �� � � s � �� be a homotopy �via parallelizations�

between the parallelizations ��
�	�
� � �

�	�
� � and ��

���
� � �

���
� � of �� We look

for functions R�p� s�  � and ��p� s� on �� 	�� �� such that

�
�s�
� � R � �cos���	�

� � sin��
�	�
� �	

We can take R � � and � � � on the slice s � �� With these as initial
values� R and � exist and are smooth on all of �� 	�� �� because of the
lifting property of covering projections�

Since ��
�	�
� � �

�	�
� � and ��

���
� � �

���
� � are homotopic� they induce the

same orientation on ��
For a given � � � or ��� we want to induce the parallelization

��
�i�
� � �

�i�
� � on � � fig� i � �� �� by a contact circle whose forms de�ne

the same ambient orientation as �dt � �
�	�
� � �

�	�
� � This orientation is

realized� in particular� by the following contact circle on �� 	�����

 ���p� t� � cos��t� �
�	�
� �p� � sin��t� �

�	�
� �p��

 ���p� t� � sin��t� �
�	�
� �p�  cos��t� �

�	�
� �p��

which has common kernel spanned by �t�
We can modify the function ��p� t� by adding to it any integral

multiple of ��� Thus� because of the compactness of �� we may assume
without loss of generality that � satis�es �� � � on all of its domain�
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De�ne a graph surface �� � � � ����� by t � ���p� ��  �� On this
surface we have

 ��jt����p���
� � � �

R
�
���
� 	

Since � ���  ��� coincides with ��
�	�
� � �

�	�
� � on the slice t � �� and since

the two given parallelizations de�ne the same orientation� the product

� �� �  ����p� t� must be a positive multiple of ��
���
� � �

���
� ��p� for any

value of t� This implies that

 ��jt����p���
� � B�
���
� � C�

���
� �

with C�R positive� Hence C � C�p� is positive� We now have the
following for the bilinear form de�ned in Section ��

h� ���  ���jt����p���
�� �����
� � �

���
� ��p�i � �

�
C 

�

R

�
��

���
� � �

���
� ��p��

which is a negative multiple of ��
���
� �����

� ��p�� By Proposition ���� if T is
any constant with �� � �� 	�� T �� we can �nd a contact circle de�ned
between �� and � � fTg that de�nes the given ambient orientation�
whose common kernel is spanned by �t� and which induces � ���  ��� on

�� and ��
���
� � �

���
� � on �� fTg�

Applying Lemma ��� to the resulting piecewise smooth contact circle
on �� 	�� T � yields a smooth contact circle on the same domain which

induces ��
�	�
� � �

�	�
� � on the slice t � � and ��

���
� � �

���
� � on the slice t �

T � This contact circle de�nes the given ambient orientation and has
common kernel spanned by �t� Finally� rescale 	�� T � down to 	�� ���

Proof of Lemma ���� Let ���� ��� be a pair of pointwise linearly inde�
pendent ��forms on �a neighbourhood of the boundary of� the solid torus
S��D�� with common kernel transverse to the boundary T � � S���D��
Homotopically� the meridian 
 � S� is well�de�ned� and we �x a longi�
tude S� � 
� This determines the Lie group framing of T � up to orien�
tation� which we choose so as to coincide with the orientation induced
by ���� ���� We can then measure along the meridian the rotation num�
ber p� of the parallelization induced by ���� ��� with respect to the Lie
group framing� and the rotation number p� along the longitude� For
short� we say ���� ��� has rotation number �p�� p���

By Lemmas ��� and ��� it su�ces for the proof of Lemma ��� to
show that we can realize any rotation number ��p �� q� by a contact
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circle on S� �D� which induces given orientations on S� �D� and T ��
We claim that this problem can be reduced to the following lemma�

Lemma ���� �i� Fix an orientation on the solid torus S��D� and

its boundary� There is a contact circle on the solid torus inducing the

given orientations with kernel transverse to the boundary and rotation

number � along the meridian�

�ii� Let D be a closed disc and let D	� 	 	 	 � Dp � interior�D� be dis�

joint closed discs� Let D�p�
def
� D � interior�D	 � � � � �Dp�� For n � �

there is a contact circle� de�ned on the compact region S� � D�p� in

S� � D� with kernel transverse to the boundary of S� � D�p�� rota�

tion number ��p ���n� on S�� �D� and rotation number � along the

meridian of S� � �Dk� k � �� 	 	 	 � p�

Indeed� given a contact circle with rotation number ��� q	� and in�
ducing the right orientations� whose existence is guaranteed by �i�� we
can realize any other rotation number ��� q� by changing the choice of
longitude �which can be e�ected by an orientation preserving di�eomor�
phism of S� � D��� We can then use �ii� and Lemmas ��� and ��� to
realize any rotation number ��p  ���n�� p � �� n � �� by a contact
circle on S� �D��

Further we can realize any rotation number ��p  �� q�� p � �� by
�rst realizing ��p�� q�k��p��� with k � N su�ciently large so that
q� k��p�� � ��� and then changing the longitude by adding k times
the meridian of S� �D��

The rotation number ����p  ��� q�� p � �� can be obtained by
�rst realizing ��p ���q� and then applying an orientation preserving
di�eomorphism of S��D� which reverses both meridian and longitude�

Finally� we have to check that any choice of orientation can be
induced by a suitable contact circle� The previous arguments show
that any rotation number ��p  �� q� can be realized by a contact cir�
cle ���� ��� with one particular choice of orientations� To change the
ambient orientation �and the orientation of T ��� we start with ���� ���
having rotation number ����p ��� q� and pull back this contact circle
by an orientation reversing di�eomorphism of S� � D� which reverses
the meridian and preserves the longitude�

To obtain rotation number ��p �� q� with the opposite orientation
on T � but same ambient orientation on S� � D�� we choose ���� ���
realizing ����p ����q� and then change to ��������� This concludes
the proof of Lemma ����
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Proof of Lemma ���� �i� Start with the contact circle

�	
� � cos 
 dx� sin 
 dy�

�	
� � sin 
 dx cos 
 dy�

on S� � D�� where 
 denotes the S��coordinate� and x� y cartesian co�
ordinates for D�� The ambient orientation is de�ned by the volume
form

V � �	
� � d�	

� � dx � dy � d
�

and we de�ne an orientation on the common kernel by calling the vector
�eld X with i�X�V � �	

� � �	
� a positive section of the common kernel�

Here we �nd X � �� � Perturbing the contact circle as in the proof
of Lemma ��� so as to make the common kernel point outwards yields
a contact circle ���� ��� with rotation number � along the meridian�
where we give the meridian the positive orientation in the xy�plane�
Passing from ���� ��� to �������� changes the boundary orientation
�and makes the common kernel point inwards� and gives rotation num�
ber �� with respect to this orientation�

If we start again with ��	
�� �

	
�� and make the common kernel point

inwards� we realize the second boundary orientation and rotation num�
ber �� �������� realizes the �rst orientation and rotation number ���
Replacing 
 by �
 yields the opposite ambient orientation�

Henceforth we disregard all questions of orientation� We prepare
the ground for the proof of �ii� by �rst giving an alternative proof of �i�
which avoids the use of deformations�

We start with ��forms �� � on the solid torus which are everywhere
linearly independent and have common kernel transverse to the bound�
ary� For any function f with values in R���Zthe pair of forms

�� � cos�f��� sin�f� ��

�� � sin�f�� cos�f� ��

has the same common kernel as ��� ��� We look for a condition on f
which ensures that ���� ��� is a contact circle�

Given constants ��� ��� consider � � ����  ����� If we de�ne the
functions c�� c� by�

c�
c�

�
�

�
cos f sin f

� sin f cos f

� �
��
��

�
�
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then we have � � c��  c�� and we compute

�d��� � �d

��
c� c�

� � �

�

��
� � � �

� � c�
c�

�

�
�
c� c�

� � � � d� � � d�
� � d� � � d�

� �
c�
c�

�


�
�� ��

� �
d

�
cos f � sin f
sin f cos f

��
�
�
�

�

�

� � � �
� � c�

c�

�

�
�
c� c�

�
S
�	�
�	

�
c�
c�

�
 ����  ����df � � � ��

where S
�	�
�	

is the symmetric part of the matrix�
� � d� � � d�
� � d� � � d�

�
	

Let V be a �xed volume form on the solid torus� and de�ne the
vector �eld X by the identity � � � � i�X�V � Then

� � d� �

��
c� c�

�
S�	

�
c�
c�

�
 ����  �����Xf�

�
V �

where S�	 is the symmetric scalar matrix such that the entries of S
�	�
�	

equal V multiplied by the entries of S�	 �
The number

�
c� c�

�
S�	

�
c�
c�

�

is bounded in absolute value by �����
�
��jS�	j� where jS�	j is the spectral

radius of S�	� Therefore the pointwise inequality jXf j  jS�	j is a
su�cient condition for ���� ��� to be a contact circle� Since S�	 is
independent of f � we shall specify � and � �rst and then look for f
with Xf  jS�	j�

Let now x� y� 
 be coordinates on S� � D� as before and set V �
dx � dy � d
� For the particular choice

� � �dx x d
�

� � dy � y d
�
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the symmetric matrix S�	 is zero and X � ��� � x�x � y�y � Thus we
get a contact circle with common kernel transverse to the boundary if
we set f � �
�

We now study the rotation number of this contact circle� Let j �
S���D� � S��D� be the inclusion� and let � be the angle coordinate
along �D�� Then

j�� � sin � d�  cos� d
�
j�� � cos� d� � sin� d
	

Along the longitude f� � �g we have j�� � d
 and j�� � d�� thus
�d
� d�� is a Lie group framing on S���D� de�ning the same orientation
as �j��� j���� We conclude that ��� �� has rotation number ��� ��� and
���� ��� has rotation number ��� ���

�ii� Here we consider

� � �dx x sin y dy � x cos y d
�

� � cos y dy  sin y d
	

Then � � � � i�X�V with

X � � cos y��  x�x  sin y�y �

which is nowhere zero� Thus � and � are everywhere linearly indepen�
dent� We now construct the desired manifold S��D�p� with boundary
transverse to X �

Let X	 denote the projection x�x  sin y�y of X into the xy�plane�
The function h�x� y� � x�tan��y��� is in�nite where y is an odd mul�
tiple of � and is �nite and smooth everywhere else� Moreover� h satis�es
the identity X	h � �h� and its zeros are the points �x� y� � ��� �k�� with
k �Z� For any positive real number a the inequality h�x� y� � a de�nes
a planar region which is a disjoint union of topological discs centered at
the zeros of h�

For k � Zlet Dk�a� be the connected component of fh�x� y� � ag
containing the point ��� �k��� Let D


k
�a� �resp� D�

k
�a�� be the part of

Dk�a� determined by y � �k� �resp� y � �k���
Fix a positive integer p and let

D � D	���
� � �	��� ��� 	�� �p����D


p ���	

This is topologically a disc with C��boundary �Fig� ��� The vector �eld
X	 has �p  � zeros in D� namely� the points ��� �k��� k � �� 	 	 	 � p�
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which are sources� and the points ��� ��k � ����� k � �� 	 	 	 � p� which
are saddles� The stable separatrices are straight segments on the y�axis�
while the unstable separatrices are half lines parallel to the x�axis�

The boundary �D consists of part of the lines x � �� and part
of the curves h�x� y� � �� Then X	x � � along the straight part and
X	h � � along the curved part� which means thatX	 is transverse to the
boundary ofD� Hence X is transverse to the boundary of the solid torus
S� � D� The disc D contains in its interior the discs Dk � Dk������
k � �� 	 	 	 � p� and we de�ne D�p� as D with the interiors of the Dk

removed� Along the boundary of Dk we have X	h � �� thus X	 is
transverse to these boundaries� We conclude that X	 is transverse to
�D�p� and X is tranverse to the boundary of S� �D�p��

x

y

�

�
D	

�

�� D�

�p�
Dp

Figure 	� The domain D�p� and vector �eld X	�
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Now we need a function f on S� �D�p� with values in R���Zand
such that Xf  jS�	j� We make the ansatz

f�x� y� 
� � fn�b�c�x� y� 
� � n
  b � c�h�x� y���

where n is a positive integer� b� a positive constant� and c�s�� a smooth
function of the real variable s satisfying

�i� c�s� � s for s � �  �
p
��

�ii� c��s� � � for all s�

�iii� c�s� is constant for s � !	

Condition �iii� implies that c�h�x� y�� extends as a smooth� real�valued
function over the whole xy�plane� hence f is well�de�ned� We next show
that

Xf � min

�
np
�
� b� n

�

everywhere on S� �D�p�� We compute

Xf � �n cos y  �b � h � c��h��

and soXf � �n cos y because of condition �ii�� The inequality � cos y �
��
p
� de�nes a domain S� � F where F is a disjoint union of stripes in

the xy�plane� parallel to the x�axis� We have Xf � n�
p
� on S� � F �

The minimum of h�x� y� on D�p� is ��� by the de�nition of D�p�� the
maximum of h�x� y� on D�p�� F is

�  tan��
�

�
� �

!
� � �  �

p
�	

So by condition �i� we have c��h�  � on D�p�� F � Consequently

Xf � �n  �b � ����� � � � b� n on S� � �D�p�� F �	

The claimed inequality follows�
Thus ���� ��� will be a contact circle on S� �D�p� if n�

p
�  jS�	j

and b� n  jS�	j� For the above choice of �� �� and V � we compute

S�	 �

� �x sin y sin� y
�

sin� y

� �

�
�
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whose eigenvalues are

� � �x
�
sin y � sin

y

�

r
x� cos�

y

�
 sin�

y

�
�

so obviously j�j � ��� on S� �D�p�� Hence n � � and b � n  � will
do� that is� we get a contact circle on S� �D�p� if we set

f � n
  �n  �� � c�h�x� y��
for any integer n � �� In fact� one can easily show with a precise
estimate on j�j that n � � is su�cient�

It remains to check that ���� ��� has the claimed rotation numbers�
Since the function �n �� � c�h�x� y�� is R�valued� the rotation numbers
of ���� ��� are the same as for the pair ����� �

�
�� de�ned like ���� ��� but

with f � n
� Let � be a circular coordinate along �D which equals y
on fx � �g��D� Let j be the inclusion of S���D into S��D� Along
the longitude determined by x � � and y � � we have j�� � �d
 and
j�� � d�� hence �d�� d
� is a Lie group framing of S���D de�ning the
same orientation as �j��� j���� Also� along the longitude we have

j���� � � cos�n
� d
 � sin�n
� d��

so the rotation number of ���� ��� along the longitude is �n�
The pairs ����� �

�
�� and ��� �� coincide along the slice f
 � �g of the

solid torus� so they have the same rotation numbers along the meridians�
Let now jk be the inclusion of S� � �Dk into S� � D and let �k be a
circular coordinate along �Dk� At the point �x� y� t� � ���

p
�� �k�� ��

the form j�k� equals ����p��dt� and j�k� equals a positive multiple of
d�k� hence �d�k� d
� is a Lie group framing of S� � �Dk de�ning the
same orientation as �j�k�� j

�
k���

For the �nal step in the proof of Lemma ��� we need the following
lemma�

Lemma ���� Let � be a disc in R�� and X	 a vector �eld on �
transverse to �� with exactly �p  � zeros inside �� of which p  �
are sources and p are saddles� Let A�x� y� be a function on � which is

positive at the saddles and negative at the sources� Consider X � A�t
X	 as a vector �eld on the solid cylinder R��� where t is the coordinate
along the R�factor� Suppose that ��� �� is a pair of pointwise linearly

independent ��forms on R� �� Assume further that i�X��� � ��  �
and choose a circular coordinate � along �� such that ��� �� induces

the same orientation as �d�� dt� on R� ���
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If we orient the meridian of the solid cylinder in the direction of

increasing �� then ��� �� has rotation number �p� along this meridian�

Applying Lemma ��� with A�x� y� � � cos y� X	 � x�x  sin y �y
and � � D we conclude that ��� �� has rotation number �p  � along
the meridian of S� �D� With � � Dk we see that ��� �� has rotation
number � along the meridian of S� �Dk� This completes the proof of
Lemma ����

Proof of Lemma ���� We may assume that � is the unit disc fx� 
y� � �g in R� � R�� Consider the hemisphere

�
 � f�x� y� t� j x�  y�  t� � � � t � �g

and the piecewise smooth sphere " � �� � f�g� � �
� There is a
continuous �indeed� piecewise smooth� bundle F � " which on ��f�g
is a plane �eld complementary to X � and on �
 coincides with T�
�
De�ne a Gau# map � � " � S� by assigning to p � �
 the outward
unit normal ��p�� and to p � �� f�g the vector ��p� orthogonal to Fp

and on the same side of Fp as X�p�� Here the choice of Riemannian
metric on R� is irrelevant� By the hypotheses on X	 and A�x� y�� this
map � has degree p ��

Any choice of a Riemannian metric on F allows us to pass from ��
forms to vector �elds� So we may view � as a nonvanishing section of F
over � and extend it to a global section over " in general position �i�e��
with transverse intersection with the zero section�� On �
 the extended
� is a tangent vector �eld� and if we now identify this hemisphere with
a disc D
 then the vector �eld must have total index ��p  �� in this
disc�

The cylinder R� �� and the hemisphere �
 are tangent along the
circle �� � f�g� and so the framing �d�� dt� becomes a framing of the
hemisphere along its equator� After the identi�cation of the hemisphere
with the disc D
 this framing �now viewed as a pair of vector �elds�
is f�
 � �ing� where �in is the normal along �D
 pointing towards the
inside of D
�

With �D
 oriented in the direction of increasing �� the vector �eld
�j�D�

has rotation number �p  � with respect to any global framing
of D
 de�ning the same orientation as ��
� �in�� Since f�
 � �ing has
rotation number � with respect to any such global framing� the rotation
number of � along �D
 with respect to the moving frame ��
 � �in� must
be ��p ��� � � �p ��
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�� Contact circles on geometric manifolds

We now give explicit global descriptions of contact circles on certain
geometric manifolds� In particular� we shall provide a proof of the fol�
lowing theorem� As far as the existence of contact circles is concerned�
this theorem is contained in Theorem ���� but the statement about tight
contact structures can only be deduced from the explicit constructions
in this section�

Theorem ���� Suppose the closed ��manifold M is the connected

sum of any number of copies of the following manifolds�

�i� All the manifolds listed in Theorem �	��

�ii� Orientable T ��bundles over S��

�iii� The orientable manifolds modelled on the geometry S��E�� namely�

S� � S� and RP ��RP ��

Then M admits a contact circle ���� ��� such that the contact struc�

ture ker�� �and hence ker ����� ����� for any ���� ��� � S�� is tight�

Remarks� ��� S��fSL�� eE� and S� � E� are four of the eight ��
dimensional Thurston geometries 	�
�� The T ��bundles over S� with
periodic monodromy A � SL�Zare the left�quotients of eE�� The T ��
bundles over S� with non�periodic monodromyA satisfying jtraceAj � �
are modelled on the geometry Nil�� The T ��bundles with monodromy
satisfying jtraceAj � � are modelled on the geometry Sol�� A detailed
description of the geometries Nil�� Sol� and S� �E� and a description
of T ��bundles over S� with jtraceAj � � as quotients of Nil� and Sol�

will be given below� Note that all the manifolds in �i� to �iii�� except
for RP ��RP �� are indecomposable�

��� In 	
� it was shown that if �� is part of a taut contact circle
���� ���� then the contact structure ker�� is tight� See 	��� 	$� as well
as Section ��
 below for the de�nition and signi�cance of tight contact
structures� As we shall see in the next section� at least on open manifolds
there are contact circles containing overtwisted contact structures�

The proof of Theorem ��� is organized as follows� We construct con�
tact circles on each of the manifolds listed in Theorem ��� �ii� and �iii�
and show that locally these contact circles can be made taut� For �i�
we refer the reader to 	
�� In Section ��� we deal with left�quotients
of the Lie group Nil�� in Section ��� with left�quotients of Sol�� and in
Section ��� we collect this information to prove part �ii� of Theorem ����
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In Section ��� we deal with the geometry S��E�� In Section ��� we
show that one can attach ��handles �and in particular form connected
sums� near points where the contact circle is taut and extend the contact
circle over the ��handle� The statement in Theorem ��� on tightness will
be proved in Section ��
�

���� The Heisenberg group

The Heisenberg group Nil� is the nilpotent Lie group of matrices of the
form �

� � x z
� � y

� � �

�
A 	

So we can think of Nil� as R� with multiplication

�x	� y	� z	� �x� y� z� � �x	  x� y	  y� z	  z  x	y�	

According to Scott 	�
�� every compact left�quotient of Nil� is dif�
feomorphic to one of the form %k nNil�� k �Zn f�g� where the discrete
subgroup %k of Nil� is the lattice spanned by the elements

�k� �� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� �� ��	

It is easy to see that these left�quotients are precisely the T ��bundles

over S� with monodromy

�
� k
� �

�
� where the bundle projection is

induced by the map

�x� y� z� ��� y	

Proposition ���� Let Mk � %k nNil�� On Nil�� set

�� � cos���y� dx� sin���y� �dz� f�x� dy��

�� � sin���y� dx cos���y� �dz� f�x� dy��

where f is a smooth� monotone increasing function that satis�es

f�x� � x near x � ��
f�x�  k�� near x � k���
f�x k� � f�x�  k for all x	
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Then ���� ��� de�nes a contact circle on Nil� that is invariant under

%k and hence descends to Mk� This contact circle is taut near x �
�k���  kZ�

Moreover� all the closed orbits of the �ow of ������ are non�contrac�

tible� where ������ denotes the Reeb vector �eld of ����  �����

Remark� The statement on closed orbits implies �by Theorem �
of 	���� that the contact structures ker ���������� are tight� However�
in Section ��
 we shall give a more elementary proof of this fact�

Proof� It is a straightforward check that the forms ��� �� are invari�
ant under %k�

Given ���� ��� � S�� write �� � cos 
 and �� � sin 
 with 
 � 	�� ����
Then

������ � ����  ���� � C dx� S �dz � f�x�dy��

where

C � cos���y � 
� and S � sin���y � 
�	

One easily computes

d������ � ���  f ��S dx � dy � ��C dy � dz�
������ � d������ � ����  S�f �� dx � dy � dz	

This shows that ���� ��� is a contact circle which is taut near x � �k���
kZ� where f � � �� and that the Reeb vector �eld ������ is proportional
to

��C�x � ���  f ��S�z�

hence the �ow of ������ is tangent to the �bres of the torus �bration
Mk � S�� Moreover� on a �xed �bre Fy � the coe�cient function of at
least one of �x and �z is nowhere zero� Hence� any closed orbit of ������
in the �bre Fy represents a non�trivial element in ���Fy��

The fundamental group ���Mk� is generated by the elements �� �� � �
where

��u� � ��� u� ��� u � 	�� ���
��u� � �ku� �� ��� u � 	�� ���
��u� � ��� �� u�� u � 	�� ��	
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Here we use the same symbol for a loop in Mk and the corresponding
element in ���Mk�� The generating relations in ���Mk� are

�� � ��� �� � ��� ����� � ��k�

where we compose elements in ���Mk� from the right� A closed orbit of
the �ow of ������ represents an element of the form �p� q� with �p� q� �
Z
� n f��� ��g� which is non�trivial in ���Mk��

Remark� We can de�ne another contact circle on Mk by setting

��� � cos���x� dy� sin���x� �dz� f�x� dy��

��� � sin���x� dy cos���x� �dz� f�x� dy�	

If we consider the �bration Mk � S� induced by the map �x� y� z� ��
x� which also gives Mk the structure of a T ��bundle with monodromy�

� k

� �

�
� the statement and proof of Proposition ��� remain virtually

identical with ���� ��� replaced by ����� �
�
���

���� The Lorentz group

The inhomogeneous Lorentz group Sol� is the solvable Lie group de�ned
as a split extension of R� by R�

� �� R
� �� Sol� �� R�� ��

where an element z in the quotient R acts on R� by sending �x� y� to
�ezx� e�zy�� Thus� Sol� can be identi�ed with R� with multiplication

�x	� y	� z	� �x� y� z� � �x	  ez�x� y	  e�z�y� z	  z�	

The compact left�quotients of Sol� are precisely the T ��bundles over
S� with orientation preserving hyperbolic glueing map of positive trace
�cf� 	�
��� where the bundle projection is given by

�x� y� z� ��� z�

that is� induced by the projection Sol� � R� This means that the
glueing map is given by a di�eomorphism T � � T � which is covered by

a linear map R� � R
� represented by the matrix A� �

�
e �
� e�

�
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with respect to a suitable basis� where � �� � and traceA� �Z�since A�

is conjugate to the monodromy matrix A � SL�Z�� This is easily seen
to be equivalent to A satisfying traceA � ��

So any compact left�quotient of Sol� is of the form % n Sol�� where
the lattice % in Sol� is generated by elements of the form

���� ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� ��� �� ���

where ���� ���� ���� ��� span a lattice of translations in R�� and �  ��

Proposition ���� Let M be a compact left�quotient of Sol� under

a lattice % as above� On Sol�� set

�� � cos

�
��n

�
z

�
e�g�z�dx� sin

�
��n

�
z

�
eg�z�dy�

�� � sin

�
��n

�
z

�
e�g�z�dx cos

�
��n

�
z

�
eg�z�dy�

where n � N and g is a smooth� monotone increasing function that

satis�es

g�z� � z near z � ��
g�z�  ��� near z � ����
g�z  �� � g�z�  � for all z	

If n is chosen su�ciently large �the proof will show that we need ��n���
g�  ��� then ���� ��� de�nes a contact circle on Sol� that is invariant

under %� so it descends to M � This contact circle is taut near z �
���  �Z�

Furthermore� all the closed orbits of the Reeb vector �eld ������ of

����  ���� are non�contractible�

Proof� As in the case of the Heisenberg group it is easy to check
that the forms ��� �� are invariant under %�

Again write �� � cos 
 and �� � sin 
 with 
 � 	�� ��� and de�ne

C � cos

�
��n

�
z � 


�
and S � sin

�
��n

�
z � 


�
	

Then

������ � Ce�g�z�dx� Seg�z�dy�
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and we compute

d������ � �
�
��n

�
S  Cg�

�
e�gdz � dx



�
��n

�
C  Sg�

�
egdy � dz�

������ � d������ �

�
��n

�
 �SCg�

�
dx � dy � dz	

Since �SC is the sine of twice the angle� the condition for ���� ��� to
be a contact circle is g� � ��n��� But g� is periodic and thus bounded�
and so the condition is satis�ed for n su�ciently large�

Near z � ��� �Zwe have g� � � and hence a taut contact circle�
We also see that ������ is proportional to�

��n

�
C  Sg�

�
eg�x �

�
��n

�
S  Cg�

�
e�g�y 	

As in the Nil� case� this implies that the �ow of ������ is along the �bres
of the torus �bration M � S��

The rest of the argument is now completely analogous to the proof
of Proposition ����

���� Torus bundles over S�

With the results from the two preceding sections we are now going to
prove part �ii� of Theorem ���� Suppose M is an orientable T ��bundle
over S� with monodromy A � SL�Z� If traceA � �� we have seen in
Section � that M is a left�quotient of Sol�� so this case of Theorem ���
follows from Proposition ���� If traceA � ��� then M is di�eomorphic
to a quotient of the form % nSol�� where % is a discrete subgroup of the
isometry group of Sol� generated by elements ���� ��� ��� ���� ��� �� �
Sol� �as in the case when traceA � �� and a generator

�x� y� z� ��� ��ex��e�y� z  ��	

This follows from 	�!�� see also 	��� The forms ��� �� in Proposition ���
are preserved only up to sign by this map� but if we replace ��nz�� by
n�z�� with n odd in the argument of cos and sin� we obtain a contact
circle that descends to % n Sol��

If jtraceAj � �� then �as shown in 	���� either A is a periodic matrix

or it is conjugate to �Ak � �
�

� k

� �

�
� k �Zn f�g�
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Up to conjugation� there are exactly �ve periodic matrices in SL�Z�
and the corresponding T ��bundles over S� are precisely the left�quotients
of eE� �cf� 	
��� so this case of Theorem ��� is covered by Theorem ��� and
the result from 	
� that any taut contact circle consists of tight contact
structures�

If A is conjugate to Ak� then we have seen in Section ��� that M is
a left�quotient of Nil�� so we can apply Proposition ����

Finally� if A is conjugate to�Ak � thenM is di�eomorphic to %nNil��
where % is a discrete subgroup of the isometry group of Nil� generated
by the elements �k� �� ��� ��� �� ��� Nil� and the map

�x� y� z� ��� ��x� y  ���z�	

�Again� cf� 	�!� and 	���� Indeed� using the projection �x� y� z� �� y� it
is easy to check that the quotient under % yields a T ��bundle with the
desired monodromy� If we choose a function f as in Proposition ��� that
satis�es the additional condition f�x� � �f��x�� and replace ��y by
�y in the argument of cos and sin� we obtain a contact circle on %nNil��

This completes the proof of part �ii� of Theorem ����

���� The geometry S� � E�

There are only two compact� orientable manifolds modelled on the ge�
ometry S� � E�� namely� S� � S� and RP ��RP �� We now show that
both these manifolds admit a contact sphere� as well as a contact circle
that is taut in the neighbourhood of some point�

We think of S� as the unit sphere in R�� so we describe S� � E� in
terms of coordinates �x� y� z� t� with x�  y�  z� � ��

Clearly� S��S� is obtained by taking the quotient of S��E� under
a translation in t�direction� RP ��RP � is obtained �cf� 	�
�� by taking
the quotient of S� �E� under the maps

�x� y� z� t� ��� ��x��y��z� �ti � t�� i � �� ��

where t� �� t�� In other words� these maps are the antipodal map in the
S��factor and two distinct re�ections in the E��factor�

Proposition ���� On S� � E�� set

�� � x dt y d�h�z��� h�z� dy�

�� � y dt h�z� dx� x d�h�z���
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where h�z� is a smooth� monotone increasing function that satis�es

h�z�  � near z � ��
h�z� � z near z � ��
h�z� � �h��z� for all z	

Then ���� ��� is a contact circle that is taut near z � �� and descends

to the quotients S� � S� and RP ��RP ��

Remark� If we set h�z� � z and �� � z dt  x dy � y dx� we get
a contact sphere which also descends to the quotients S� � S� and
RP ��RP �� In 	
� it was shown that the manifolds that admit a taut
contact ��sphere �de�ned in analogy to taut contact circles� are precisely
the left�quotients of SU����

Proof� A straightforward computation yields the following�

�x dx y dy  z dz�� �� � d�� � ��x�h�  y�h�  zh� dx� dy � dz � dt	
This is a volume form on �R�n f�g��R�� and it is easy to see that �� is
invariant under the maps described above� so �� descends to a contact
form on S� � S� and RP ��RP �� respectively�

Now de�ne a self�di�eomorphism & of R��R� by

&�x� y� z� t� � ���x ��y����x ��y� z� t��

where ���� ��� � S�� This di�eomorphism sends S� � E� to itself and
satis�es

&��� � ����  �����

thus ����  ���� is a contact form on S� � E� for any ���� ��� � S��
Furthermore� &� preserves the forms x dx  y dy  z dz and dx �

dy� which implies that ���� ��� is a taut contact circle near z � ��
�where h� � ���

���� Connected sums

LetM be a �not necessarily connected� ��manifold that admits a contact
circle ���� ���� We now show that it is possible to attach ��handles near
points where the contact circle is taut and extend the contact circle over
this ��handle� In particular� we can form connected sums with all the
manifolds described in the preceding sections� thus proving Theorem ���
�up to the statement on tightness� which will be proved in the next
subsection��
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Theorem ���� Let M be a ��manifold that admits a contact cir�

cle ���� ��� and assume that this contact circle is taut near two points

P�Q � M � Let fM be the manifold obtained from M by ��surgery along

S	 � fP�Qg� that is� by removing small discs around P and Q and

glueing in a ��handle� Then fM admits a contact circle �e��� e��� that

coincides with ���� ��� outside a small neighbourhood of the ��handle�

Proof� This proof is based on the connected sum construction in 	!��
which in turn is a generalization of a construction due to Eliashberg 	��
and Weinstein 	�$��

On R� with standard coordinates p� q� r� s� consider the ��forms

�� � dp � ds dq � dr�

�� � dq � ds dr � dp	

The vector �eld

� � ��p�p � �q�q � �r�r  s�s

is what in 	!� was called a generalized Liouville vector �eld for the �i�
that is� it dilates the summands of the �i by constant factors of equal
sign� For instance�

L��� � d�i������

� d���p ds� �q dr �r dq � s dp�

� �dp � ds� � dq � dr	

It was shown in 	!� that if � is a generalized Liouville vector �eld
with respect to ��� then i����� induces a contact form on suitably cho�
sen hypersurfaces transverse to �� and this was used to induce so�called
hypercontact structures �a quaternionic generalization of contact struc�
tures� on a ��handle� thus allowing to prove a connected sum theorem
for hypercontact manifolds�

However� rather than relying on the general theory developed in 	!��
we give a self�contained construction �closely following 	�$�� in the low�
dimensional setting we are considering here�
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In R�� consider the hyperplanes fs � �g and fs � ��g� Fix an �  �
and let F �u� v� be a smooth function with the following properties�

F ��� �� � ��

�F

�u
� ��

�F

�u
 � for v � ��

�F

�v
� ���

�F

�u

��



�
�F

�v

��

 ��

F �u� �� � � for u  ��	

Then eF �p� q� r� s� def� F �p� q�r�� s�� � � de�nes a hypersurface in
R� which is rotationally symmetric about the s�axis and coincides with
the hyperplanes fs � ��g for p�q�r�  ��� and thus constitutes a ��
handle between these two hyperplanes� attached in an ��neighbourhood
of the points P	 � ��� �� �� �� and Q	 � ��� �� ������ We call this a
standard ��handle�

Lemma ���� Set �	
i � i����i� i � �� �� Then ��	

�� �
	
�� induces

a contact circle on any standard ��handle� This contact circle is taut

on fs � ��g�
Proof� De�ne a self�di�eomorphism & of R� by

&�p� q� r� s� � ���p ��q����p ��q� r� s��

where ���� ��� � S�� Note that & preserves a standard ��handle� Then

&��� � ����  ����

and

�&��
��� � ��

which implies

&��	
� � ���

	
�  ���

	
� 	

Hence� it is enough to show that �	
� induces a contact form on a standard

��handle�
To this end� we compute

d eF � �	
� � d�	

� �
�F

�u
��
p�  �q�  �r��� �F

�v
!s��
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and observe that this expression is always positive on f eF �p� q� r� s� � �g�
Moreover� on fs � �g� where we have

�	
� � �dp� �q dr  �r dq�

�	
� � �dq � �r dp �p dr�

the contact circle ��	
�� �

	
�� is easily seen to be taut� The same is true on

the hyperplane fs � ��g�
We now use this contact circle on a standard ��handle to attach a

��handle to M between the points P and Q� In 	
� a Darboux type
theorem for taut contact circles was proved� which implies that any two
taut contact circles are locally equivalent� This allows to �nd small
neighbourhoods U� V of P and Q in M and neighbourhoods U	� V	 of
P	 and Q	 in fs � ��g� as well as di�eomorphisms

� � U �� U	 and � � V �� V	

that pull back ��	
�� �

	
�� to ���� ���� If we now attach a standard handle

between P	 and Q	 inside the neighbourhoods U	� V	� these di�eomor�
phisms and the contact circle on the standard handle can be used to
extend the contact circle ���� ��� over a ��handle between P and Q�
attached inside the neighbourhoods U� V �

This concludes the proof of Theorem ���

Remarks� ��� The construction of Eliashberg and Weinstein is actu�
ally a construction of symplectic handlebodies� This means in particu�
lar that if the two ��manifolds M� and M� admit symplectically �llable
contact structures �see the next section for a de�nition of symplectically

�llable�� then so does M��M�� With a little extra care it is possible to
show that this is still true in the present context �That is the reason
why we work with ��forms �	

i that are induced by a generalized Liouville
vector �eld � from symplectic forms �i on R

�� rather than just write
down explicit expressions for the �	

i ��

��� In Propositions ���� ��� and ��� we have used an auxiliary func�
tion f� g or h� respectively� to obtain contact circles which are taut in
some open neighbourhood of a point� As remarked at the end of the
preceding section� any contact circle can be deformed locally to a taut
contact circle� Thus� the tautness assumption in Theorem ��� is redun�
dant�
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Observe that if we set �� � dr � ds  dp � dq and �	
� � i������

then ��	
� � �

	
�� �

	
�� de�nes a contact sphere on any standard ��handle�

and this contact sphere is taut on fs � ��g� Now� there is no Darboux
type theorem for taut contact spheres� so Theorem ��� does not extend
directly to contact spheres� However� the same arguments as in 	!� can
be used to show that the obvious taut contact sphere on S� �cf� 	
�� 	!��
can be deformed locally in such a way that it is possible to glue in a
standard ��handle� This allows to conclude to the following�

Proposition ���� Let M be the connected sum of left�quotients of

SU��� and copies of S� � S�� Then M admits a contact sphere�

���� Tight contact structures

Before proving the statement on tightness in Theorem ���� we �rst recall
some de�nitions and facts from 	��� 	��� 	$��

A contact structure E � TM on a ��manifoldM is called overtwisted

if there exists an embedded closed ��discD �M such that �D is tangent
to E while the disc D is transverse to E along �D� A non�overtwisted
contact structure is called tight� The standard contact structures fdz
x dy � �g on R� and fx dy � y dx  z dt � t dz � �g on S� � R� are
tight�

The signi�cance of tight contact structures is the following� Whereas
the isotopy classi�cation of overtwisted contact structures on a closed
��manifold coincides with the homotopy classi�cation of tangent ��plane
�elds� the classi�cation of tight contact structures is much more subtle�
On the one hand� not every homotopy class of ��plane �elds contains a
tight contact structure� For instance� on S� homotopy classes of tangent
��plane �elds are classi�ed by ���S

�� �Z� but� up to isotopy� the stan�
dard structure is the only tight contact structure on S�� On the other
hand� two tight contact structures which are homotopic as ��plane �elds
need not be isotopic as contact structures �such examples exist on T ���

A contact manifold �M� E� is symplectically �llable if there exists
a compact symplectic manifold �W��� with �W � M and a Liouville
vector �eld X �that is� LX� � d�i�X��� � �� which is de�ned near
�W � everywhere transverse to �W � and which is pointing outwards�
such that E � ker �i�X��� on M � �W � �This notion of symplectically
�llable is slightly stronger than the one used in 	����

The main fact that we shall use is that if �M� E� is symplectically
�llable� then E is tight�
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First we show that the contact structures we constructed in the pre�
ceding sections on the indecomposable manifolds listed in Theorem ���
are tight� Note that all the contact structures ker �����  ����� in a
contact circle are homotopic as contact structures� and hence isotopic�
thus it is enough to consider E� � ker���

The proof in 	
� that E� � ker�� is tight if �� is part of a taut
contact circle was based on our complete classi�cation of taut contact
circles up to homotopy on the manifolds listed in Theorem ���� We
could show that any such E� on a left�quotient of SU��� or eE� is covered
by the tight standard structure on S� and R�� respectively� This clearly
implies that E� is tight� for any overtwisted disc D � M would lift to
an overtwisted disc in S� or R�� For the left�quotients of fSL� we used
the existence of symplectic �llings� which have been constructed in 	���

In case �ii� �where only the Nil� and Sol� manifolds are left to
be considered�� we mentioned above that tightness follows from 	����
A more elementary way to see this� however� is to observe that the
structures E� on Nil� and Sol�� respectively� are di�eomorphic to the
tight standard structure on R�� so again the induced contact structure
on any quotient has to be tight as well�

We only show this for Nil� and leave the Sol� case� as well as the
cases in Section ���� as exercise� De�ne a di�eomorphism & of R� by

&�x� y� z�

�
	
x cos���y�� z sin���y�� ��y�

	
x f�x�

��



sin���y�  z cos���y�



�

then one computes that &��dx z dy� � ���

Lemma ��	� On S� � E� � R�� E� �with coordinates x� y� z� t as

in Section �	�� set

� � x dt y dz � z dy	

This descends to a contact form on S� � S�� and there it de�nes a

symplectically �llable� and hence tight� contact structure�

Proof� On B� � E� �where B� denotes the closed unit ��ball� we
have the symplectic form

� � dx � dt � dy � dz	
Set

X � x�x 
�

�
y�y 

�

�
z�z 	
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This is easily seen to be a Liouville vector �eld with respect to �� trans�
verse to ��B��E�� � S��E�� and such that � � i�X��� Furthermore�
everything is invariant under translations in t�direction and hence yields
a symplectic �lling �B� � S���� of �S� � S�� ���

Remark� It is not di�cult to see that the contact structures in the
locally taut contact circle in Proposition ���� where z is replaced by
h�z�� also admit symplectic �llings�

It remains to show that tightness is preserved under the forming of
connected sums� It is not known whether this is true in general� � but it
does hold for the particular manifolds and tight contact structures that
we are considering here� It is understood that all connected sums are
formed by glueing in standard ��handles as in Section ����

As remarked after the proof of Theorem ���� the connected sum con�
struction is actually a construction of symplectic handlebodies� This
implies that the contact structures on the connected sum of a �nite
number of symplectically �llable contact manifolds is again symplecti�
cally �llable� and hence tight� This argument covers S� � S� and the
left�quotients of fSL��

The left�quotients of SU��� are �nitely covered by the standard
structure on S�� which is easily seen to be symplectically �llable by
the standard symplectic ��ball� Hence� the connected sum of manifolds
of this type �and any number of other symplectically �llable contact
manifolds� is �nitely covered by a symplectically �llable contact man�
ifold� Thus� we have a tight contact structure on a covering manifold�
so the contact structure on the quotient has to be tight�

Remarks� ��� Instead of passing to a �nite cover� one can actually use
symplectic �llings for the left�quotients of S� � SU���� The symplectic
�lling B� of S� descends to a singular symplectic �lling� since the action
of a �nite subgroup of SU��� on S� extends to an action on B� with � as
�xed point� However� such a singular �lling can be deformed to a non�
singular �lling� This is best seen on the level of holomorphic �llings 	���
the singularities that arise are special cases of the well�known Brieskorn
singularities�

��� RP � is a left�quotient of SU���� so the manifold RP ��RP � in
class �iii� is covered by this connected sum argument� Alternatively�
one can again use singular symplectic �llings �with removable singular�
ities� as in ��� for the contact structures in the contact circle de�ned on

�See Note added in proof	
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RP ��RP � as a quotient of S� � E��

Finally� we have to deal with the contact manifolds of type �ii�� all
of which are covered by the tight standard contact structure on R��
Here we use the fact that the standard contact structure on R� is di�eo�
morphic to the standard contact structure on S� with a point removed�
From this it follows that forming the connected sum of two copies of the
standard R� yields a tight contact structure� since it allows a two�point
compacti�cation to the connected sum of two copies of the ��llable�
standard S�� The same remains true for any �nite number of ��handles
and the connected sum with other symplectically �llable manifolds�

Now� given a connected sum M of manifolds of type �ii� and other

symplectically �llable manifolds� we can pass to an in�nite cover cM
which consists only of copies of the standard R� and symplectically �ll�
able manifolds� with in�nitely many ��handles between them� However�
any embedded �closed� disc D � cM only meets �nitely many of these
��handles� and the preceding argument shows that such a disc cannot
be overtwisted�

This concludes the proof of Theorem ����

Remark� In the course of the proof of Theorem ��� we have actually
found several ways of constructing contact circles on certain manifolds�
For instance� in Section ��� we gave two di�erent formulae for contact
circles on the left�quotients of Nil�� and on RP ��RP � we obtain a
contact circle by either viewing it as a quotient of S��E� or a connected
sum of two copies of RP �� Also� if M admits a contact circle� then a
contact circle on M��S� � S�� can be obtained either by attaching a
��handle to M or by forming the connected sum with S� � S�� This
naturally raises the question of equivalence of contact circles� For taut
contact circles these classi�cation questions have been discussed at great
length in 	
��

�� An overtwisted contact sphere

In this section we construct an immersion i � R� � R
� such that

the standard �tight� contact structure on R� pulls back to an over�
twisted contact structure� By the same map �composed with a self�
di�eomorphism of R�� we can pull back the standard contact sphere
on R�� and this proves the following�

Proposition ���� There is a contact sphere ����� �
�
�� �

�
�� on R

� such
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that ker��� is an overtwisted contact structure�

Consider the contact form � � dz � x dy de�ning the standard con�
tact structure on R�� Consider also the following contact sphere on
R

��

�� � dx� y dz  z dy�

�� � dy � z dx x dz�

�� � dz � x dy  y dx	

which we call the standard contact sphere on R�� We observe that
� � &���� where & is the following global di�eomorphism of R��

&�x� y� z� �
	x
�
� y� z� xy

�



	

Therefore if an immersion i � R� � R
� pulls � back to an overtwisted

contact form� then the triple ����� �
�
�� �

�
�� given by ��j � i�&��j � j �

�� �� �� is a contact sphere and ��� is overtwisted� Clearly this sphere
contains many contact circles with an overtwisted contact form�

In order to �nd the desired immersion i� we �rst construct an im�
mersed overtwisted disc� Let i	 � S� � R� be an immersion such
that the image i	�S

�� has transverse self�intersection precisely along one
simple closed curve and such that the restriction of i	 to the equator
S� � S� is an immersion into the xy�plane with exactly two transverse
self�intersections and total enclosed area �with sign and with respect to
the area form dx�dy� equal to zero� Furthermore� choose the immersion
i	 in such a way that a neighbourhood of the equator maps onto a ver�
tical cylinder over the curve i	�S��� If this cylindrical part is chosen tall
enough� then the characteristic foliation T �i	�S

��� � ker� has a closed
leaf� In other words� if t �� �x�t�� y�t��� � � t � ��� is a parametrization
of the immersion i	jS�� this lifts to a Legendre embedding of S� de�ned
by t �� �x�t�� y�t�� z�t�� with z��� � �� say� and 'z�t� � x�t� 'y�t�� and we
require that this lifted curve lie on i	�S

���

This closed leaf separates i	�S�� into two immersed overtwisted discs
in R� for �� since �z is tangent to i	�S

�� and transverse to ker� along
the embedded Legendre curve i	�S��� Now extend the immersion of
one of these discs D� to an immersion i � U 	� R

� � R
� of an open

neighbourhood U �di�eomorphic to R�� of D� in R�� Then i�� de�nes
a contact structure on U 	� R� that contains an embedded overtwisted
disc� hence an overtwisted contact structure�
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A concrete example for such an immersion i	 � D� � R
� can be

given as follows� Let �r� t� be polar coordinates in R� and identify D�

with the set �
� � t � ��� � � r � �  cos t sin� t

�
	

Then de�ne

i	�r� t� � �a�r�	b�r� sin t  ��� b�r�� sin��t��� a�r� cost� �� c�r���

where a�r�� b�r�� c�r� are smooth functions satisfying the following con�
ditions� with � a small positive real number�

�i� a�r� is monotone increasing� a�r� � r for r � �� a�r�  � for r � ��

�ii� b�r� is monotone decreasing� b�r�  � for r � �� b�r�  � for r � ��

�iii� c�r� is monotone increasing� c�r�  � for r � �� c��r�  � for r  ��
c�r� � r for r � ��

Fig� 
 shows some horizontal slices of the image of this immersion� Along
the boundary �D�� this immersion restricts to the Legendre embedding
of S� given by

t ��� �sin��t�� cos t�� cos t sin� t�� � � t � ���

and because of c��r�  � along �D� the immersion i	 � D� � R
� is

transverse to ker� along �D��

Figure 
� Horizontal slices of the immersed disc i	�D���
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Note added in proof� It has been shown by V� Colin and� in�
dependently� S� Makar�Limanov� that it is indeed possible to perform
��surgery within the class of tight contact ��manifolds� See V� Colin�
Chirurgies d�indice un et isotopies de sph�eres dans les vari	et	es de con�

tact tendues� C� R� Acad� Sci� Paris S�er� I ��� ��$$�� 
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